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Although the Nissan Z is mostly an afterthought to modern car enthusiasts, this rear-drive
coupe still offers some thrills. Likewise, it can be a strong value compared with pricier sports
cars, even if it can't compete with their performance on and off the track. With a responsive hp
V-6 and nimble handling, the Nissan provides effortless fun. However, it has lower limits and
less refinement than more contemporary alternatives. The Z is also even farther along in the
aging process, with tired styling that is especially obvious on its interior. Every model is
missing a telescoping steering wheel, and some don't even offer a modern infotainment system.
While the Z will satisfy fans of its history and budget-minded buyers, the car needs a full
overhaul to be competitive again. For , Nissan doesn't really mix up the Z lineup. Fans of the
previously available convertible will be sad to hear that Nissan nixed the roadster for this model
year. However, the company commemorates the Z car's 50th anniversary with two
special-edition packages. Apart from some distinctive decals, unique paint-color combinations,
and additional features, the heritage-inspired packages are hardly transformative. Since the Z is
heavier than rear-drive rivals such as the Subaru BRZ and underperforms versus the Toyota
Supra , we think the best value is the Sport model. Its most notable standard features include a
limited-slip rear differential, upgraded brakes, inch wheels, and aerodynamic add-ons. Those
who want the optional automatic transmission are forced to get the more expensive Sport
Touring model. While that nets a leather interior and 7. Its only options are the 50th Anniversary
packages that add snazzier interior-trim pieces as well as heated, power-adjustable seats.
However, in our minds their two-tone paint jobs and tacky exterior decals are deal-breakers.
Every Z powers the rear wheels via a hp naturally aspirated 3. The engine responds quickly to
throttle inputs and makes sporty noises at higher revs. We tested one with the manual gearbox
and found it was easy to drive around town and quick to accelerate, even at highway speeds.
Unfortunately, its shifter lazily moved through the gates and relayed vibrations to our hands.
Those hoping to match the athleticism of smaller alternatives such as the Mazda Miata will be
disappointed. While the top-spec NISMO model is the most track-focused Z, it still can't match
the precision of most rival sports cars. Instead, the Z is easy to drive enthusiastically and comfy
enough to use daily. Its light steering effort and mediocre braking capability are hard to
overlook, but the Z's rear-drive configuration can be exploited to fulfill enthusiast's Tokyo Drift
fantasies. Fitted with the optional automatic transmission, the Z earns up to 19 mpg in the city,
according to the EPA. While its manual gearbox drops that number to 17 mpg, every Z is
expected to earn 26 mpg on the highway. We tested the stick-shift version on our mile
fuel-economy route that exceeded expectations and returned 29 mpg highway. The Z interior
design hasn't been updated in nearly a decade, but at least the space is well put together and
the controls are logically arranged. Still, it's hard to look past basic missing features such as a
telescoping steering wheel. The Z's cockpit remains comfortable and the seats are bolstered
enough to be supportive when tossing the car through turns. Interior cubby storage is largely
mediocre, and we managed to fit three carry-on bags behind the front seat, which is one less
than the Supra held. Expecting driver-assistance technology such as adaptive cruise control or
automated emergency braking? The Z eschews all of that in favor of an engaged driver. Nissan
gives the Z a competitive albeit unspectacular limited and powertrain warranty. Its lack of
complimentary scheduled maintenance is noticeable because rivals such as the Supra and the
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looking for, contact us and we will do the best we can to source you that part. You can place an
order online, or call us at We can also work with you to offer a package deal if you are looking to
purchase multiple items. We are a trusted source for parts for your Nissan Z. Dealing with only a
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aftermarket parts to an all out full package of parts for your Nissan Z. We have a great selection
of custom parts for your Nissan Z that is growing constantly. Adding aftermarket parts or
custom parts to your Nissan Z will make you feel more connected and proud of your car. Even
adding performance parts to your Nissan Z is considered aftermarket and will increase your
daily drive or at the track. Most cars in their lifetime get aftermarket parts like air intake,
exhaust, suspension, or other performance parts, so why not start today with your Nissan Z?
We have dealt with many projects ranging from regular daily driver cars, to all out autocross
and track machines. You may think that the Nissan Z is a pretty common car to be tuned, but
you can do a lot of little things to make it very different from the pack. What's important is
keeping true to your style and goals. Please wait Along with the semi-exotic Nissan GT-R
high-performance four-seat coupe, the Nissan Z adds sportiness to the entire Nissan car lineup.
Every Z is a two-seat coupe, following the discontinuation of last year's convertible model. Our
50th Anniversary test vehicle features BRE Racing diagonal hashtags emblazoned across the
doors, a dramatic two-tone paint scheme, and red-striped inch alloy wheels. The heart and soul
of the Z is its highly evolved VQ V6 engine. Even though the car hasn't seen a major redesign
since way back in , this engine still has velvety torque down low and can rev to a lofty 7, rpm

when summoned. Power distribution is pretty even and throttle response rewarding all over the
engine speed range, thanks to variable valve timing and lift on the intake side as well as twin
intake plenums. The base engine is rated at horsepower and lb-ft of torque, with the NISMO
variant tuned to hp and lb-ft. The Z is available with either a six-speed manual transmission or a
seven-speed automatic. You can choose either transmission on all but the automatic-only Sport
Touring model. Magnesium steering-wheel paddle shifters that give the driver manual shift
control are included with all automatic Zs but the base model. Both shifters are tight and right
for the job. The leather-wrapped automatic one shown here falls neatly into hand and has a
manual gate for spirited driving. Ditto for the manual stir stick, which facilitates cog selection
with robust action and short, well-defined throws. Considering that the Z remains such an
analog, driver-involving machine in this age of automatic-everything, semi-autonomous
motoring, the close-ratio six-speed manual is really worth trying out before you choose a
gearbox. The classic three-pod analog instrumentation features orange type and moves up and
down with the tilt but not telescopic steering column, so the standard leather-wrapped steering
wheel never obscures the instruments. Automatic climate control, push-button start, cruise
control but not adaptive cruise control , and Bluetooth hands-free phone pairing are standard.
Stash space atop the console for electronica, trip snacks, and such is sparse, but lower trims
without the 7-inch navigation screen have a neat sandwich-sized concealed compartment in its
place. Well-contoured, supportive, and firm yet comfortable sport bucket seats are standard,
and there's plenty of legroom and headroom. Cloth upholstery is standard in the base and Sport
trims, with leather and faux suede available in Sport and standard in Sport Touring models. In
Sport and Sport Touring models with power-adjustable seats, the seats are heated and the
controls are on the inboard side of the seats adjacent to the console. The more aggressively
bolstered Recaros are trimmed in leather and faux suede and are manually adjustable only. You
might want to take the SUV instead for bigger Costco runs, but at least the Z rear cargo bay has
more space than the Mazda MX-5 Miata and about the same cargo room as the all-new Chevrolet
Corvette Stingray. The space is wide but relatively shallow, measuring 6. The cargo area will
accommodate a pair of airline roller bags, plus some other smaller items fitted around the large
rear shock towers and the aluminum-trimmed rear body cross brace. The rear hatch has an
electric lock, operated either by a console switch or one just above the license plate opening.
Sport Touring models feature a window shade-type cargo cover to hide valuables. With the
fast-sloping rear window and thick rear roof pillars, vision out the back and to the three-quarter
rear is not great. Unfortunately, this is a car without blind-spot or rear-traffic monitoring.
Otherwise, the Z relies on old-school safety features, including six airbags, active head
restraints, pre-tensioning seatbelts, stability and traction control, and a tire pressure monitoring
system. Structural enhancements include aluminum side-door beams, an energy-absorbing
steering column, a breakaway rear engine mount and brake pedal, and front and rear crumple
zones. There are also top tethers for a child safety seat mounted on the passenger seat. The Z
features inch alloy wheels on the base coupe and extra-light forged-aluminum RAYS inchers on
the rest of the lineup. Despite the trend to run-flat tires or tire-repair kits in most newer sports
and GT cars, the Z gets a proper temporary spare under the cargo floor. As for brakes, Despite
its age, the Z offers vehicle dynamics comparing favorably to some more recently minted
competitors. Effort is lighter at lower speeds for easy around-town and firms up for stability at
highway speeds. A quick A three-point triangulated front strut-tower brace aids body rigidity.
With the open cargo area, road noise can get slightly intrusive on asphalt roads with high
aggregate content or over brushed concrete, but offsetting that somewhat is the melodic purr
from the twin large-bore exhaust outlets. The Z is, after all, a sports car. The NISMO iteration
gets higher spring rates, stiffer dampers, a shorter final drive, and the aforementioned
larger-diameter and thicker brake rotors, as well as meatier rubber. While the Z may not offer the
latest in safety or infotainment tech, its sports car cred is genuine. The original Datsun Z was
the first globally successful Japanese-brand sports car, offering a just-right blend of sporty
design, fun-to-drive handling, ample power, and above all, affordability. In the interim, ashtrays
were replaced by cup holders, but the same winning combination of attributes holds true today.
The surprisingly affordable Nissan Z does all of those things wrapped in a shape that can still
catch your eye a decade after it first hit the streets. Some content provided by and under
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Professional driver [on closed course], using extensive safety precautions. Do not attempt.
Driving is a serious business and requires your full attention. Obey all traffic laws, always drive
safely, and wear your seat belt. See your new vehicle limited warranty information booklet and
Owners manual for proper vehicle operation and complete warranty details. New Vehicle
Limited Warranty excludes damage resulting from racing or competition. Damage or failures
caused by use of this part are also excluded from warranty coverage. See warranty booklet for
details. Obey all traffic laws, always drive safely and wear your seatbelt. Designed and intended
for off-road use application only. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

